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BECAUSE YOU  
DON’T  BEL IEVE IN  

SECOND BEST .

A TRUE LUXURY

The difference between the best and all the others 
comes down to performance. And just like its namesake, 
great performance is exactly what you’ll experience with 
the Michael Phelps Legend Series by Master Spas. A long 
list of exceptional features make these ultra-premium 
spas look and feel luxurious. But engineering and 
technology are what really sets this Legend apart from 
other spas. Every inch is designed and engineered for 
ultimate luxurious enjoyment. 



LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
THE PERFECT BLEND OF INNOVATION AND SOPHIST ICATION

The partnership between Michael Phelps and  
Master Spas began in 2010, with the launch of the 
industry-leading Michael Phelps Signature Swim 
Spas line. Building on the success, the relationship 
expanded to include the premium line of hot tubs, 
Michael Phelps Legend Series.

MICHAEL  PHELPS  LEGEND SER IES

Master Spas’ flagship line of ultra-premium hot 
tubs integrates smart technology with elegant 
style. Enjoy the ability to control your relaxation 
experience while appreciating the European-
inspired lines, LED lighting and water features.

•  Enjoy a tension-relieving massage that will leave 
you revived and restored. Adjustable jets deliver  
a custom massage to every seat.

•  Our color display panel makes it easier to control 
every spa function.

•  Enjoy crystal clear water that is easier to achieve, 
thanks to the innovative filtration system.

•  Upgrade your relaxation with premium features, 
including the Fusion Air Sound System and Dream 
Lighting. These features will add to the ambiance 
of your backyard oasis with your favorite music 
and soft streams of light.

“ After a workout, I love to get in the hot tub —  
a little relaxation, a little therapy. You have to 
check out the foot massage 
jets of the Michael Phelps 
Legend Series hot tub  
by Master Spas!”

MASTERSPAS.COM

*Optional

Michael Phelps, 23-time gold medalist



“I use the tub every night in the winter time. It 
provides me relaxation, helps me go to sleep 
easier and I have less sore muscles. Don’t look 
anywhere else – Master Spas is the best!”

— Joel N., Humble, TX



LEGENDARY THERAPY 
COMFORTABLE  SE ATING AND PREMIUM SPA JETS

E XPER IENCE THE  LEGENDARY THERAPY  
OF  MASTER  SPAS

Relax into the lounge seat, which has 22 strategically 
placed jets, or cozy back into a bucket seat. 
Adjustable jets allow you to direct the water and 
adjust the pressure, delivering the massage that’s 
best for you. Choose the full-body treatment 
or concentrate the massage at your neck and 
shoulders. Easily adjust the temperature up to a 
soothing 104 degrees, maximizing the benefits  
of hydrotherapy.

• StressRelief Neck and Shoulder Seat™

• Master Blaster® Foot Massage Therapy

•  Master Force™ Bio-Magnetic  
Therapy System

•  Exclusive Orbit Jets with stunning  
crystal-like nozzles

Discover the tranquility and comfort you had in mind with the Michael Phelps Legend Series. 
Ergonomic seating and multiple jet configurations make it easy to find your favorite place.

MASTERSPAS.COM



Our exclusive Orbit Jets are not just about dazzling design but 
performance. Featuring crystal-like nozzles, the spa jets can be 
adjusted from 10 to 100 percent velocity. 

THERAPEUTIC JETS
A WELLNESS  REVOLUTION

LSX 900, illuminated with  
beautiful LED lights, with a  
Sterling Silver shell and DuraMaster 
Premium™ Graphite Grey skirting



STRESSREL IEF  NECK AND  
SHOULDER SE AT ™ 

Our exclusive StressRelief Neck and 
Shoulder Seat features specially designed 
jets that apply tension-relieving massage 
where it’s needed most, across the neck 
and shoulders. 

MAGNETIC  THERAPY 

Our exclusive Master Force™ Bio-Magnetic Therapy 
System offers the benefits of magnetic therapy 
in the comfort of a hot tub. Magnetic therapy 
has been used for centuries to help relieve 
pain, improve circulation, reduce swelling and 
alleviate stiffness. Today, more and more 
doctors and physical therapists are using 
magnetic therapy for the treatment  
of back problems, arthritis and  
sports injuries. 

That’s why Master Spas, after extensive research and development, chose to 
combine the proven benefits of hydrotherapy with the pain relieving comfort of 
bio-magnetic therapy. Our Master Force™ Bio-Magnetic Therapy System applies 
strategically placed magnets to two pressure points behind the neck and eight 
throughout the shoulders, back and seat areas in our exclusive StressRelief Neck 
and Shoulder Seat™.

“ I have owned several different hot 
tubs and by far this is the best hot tub 
I have ever owned! The power of the 
jets give me the massage I need. I have 
a very bad back and I’ve found that 
the massage is incredible! I have also 
had major surgeries on my legs and 
noticed that the leg jets in the lounger 
have improved my mobility greatly. I am 
simply amazed!” 

—Sean C., West Kelowna, BC, Canada

PUTTING YOU IN CONTROL OF YOUR WELLNESS
MASSAGE &  PAIN REL IEF

MASTER BL ASTER®  FOOT MASSAGE THERAPY 

Our Master Blaster Foot Massage Therapy System uses dual jet clusters with 
28 total individual nozzles designed to rejuvenate your body through an 
encompassing foot massage. This unique form of reflexology is supported by 
scientific studies showing the health benefits of foot massage. Our Master 
Blaster Foot Massage Therapy System is powered by a separate, oversized 
pump, generating powerful yet soothing foot relief.

MASTERSPAS.COM



Enhance your relaxation experience with an enchanting cascade of color. 
Our standard LED light package illuminates your pillows, water features, 
controls and more with a rich spectrum of inviting colors. Dream Lighting 
adds beautiful soft streams of light to accent the exterior corners of your 
hot tub at night.*

THERAPY  
IN A WHOLE NEW L IGHT

 DRE AM L IGHTING

*Optional



Renew your energy and relationships with a Michael Phelps Legend Series Hot Tub by  
Master Spas. Combining the benefits of hydrotherapy with an inviting gathering space, a 
Legend Series hot tub makes it easier to find time for yourself and those who mean the most.

FAMILY TIME just got more fun. Legend Series hot 
tubs comfortably seat anywhere from four to eight 
adults, giving everyone room to relax and reconnect.

HOT WATER THERAPY has been shown to reduce 
stress, relieve pain, improve circulation, lower blood 
pressure and boost endorphins.

SLEEP BETTER, thanks to feeling more relaxed and 
the change in body temperature.

RECOVER from an exercise session or injury. The 
water takes the pressure off joints, allowing you to 
have better mobility and flexibility.

MASTERSPAS.COM

WHERE HEALTH AND HAPPINESS MEET
WHAT MAT TERS  MOST



By expanding to tightly seal and secure all areas under your  
hot tub, our insulation:

•  Prevents heat loss

•  Retains its shape and efficiency for the life of the product

•   Resists mold and mildew

•  Reduces the noise of your spa

•  Produces no ozone harming off-gas, environmentally safe

EASY TO OWN, EASY TO ENJOY
ENERGY EFF IC IENT

Every Legend Series hot tub is built to 
not only meet but to exceed stringent 
energy-efficiency regulations. All 
resulting in what really matters — a 
superior spa experience and savings 
for you and your monthly utility bill. 

All of our hot tubs are built to be used year-round in any climate. In fact, our environmentally-friendly foam 
insulation makes Michael Phelps Legend Series Hot Tubs by Master Spas among the most energy-efficient hot 
tubs in the industry. 



Master Spas builds on its reputation for innovation with 
the quality materials and forward-thinking design of the 
Michael Phelps Legend Series. All of Master Spas hot tubs are 
manufactured in the USA at the company’s Indiana campus 
and each design is master-crafted for energy efficiency and 
ease of use. Explore the features that distinguish Master Spas 
as a leader in hot tub design, construction and performance.

•   EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY STANDARDS  Each hot tub 
undergoes a 100-point, multi-part inspection process that 
includes water testing.

•    ENGINEERED FRAME  Our heavy duty 2 x 4 engineered 
frame features a coated toe-kick to reduce moisture 
absorption where it matters most, the part of the frame 
closest to the ground. 

•    VAC-FORMED ABS PAN BOTTOM helps keep in the  
heat and the elements out.

•    MANIFOLD PLUMBING SYSTEM ensures that pressure 
is distributed equally between the spa’s jets. The system 
makes it easier to control the stream of water and enjoy 
benefits of massage.

•    ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY FOAM INSULATION 
makes Master Spas hot tubs among the most energy 
efficient in the industry. Not only is it good for the Earth, 
but the insulation makes the hot tub less costly to operate. 
Every Master Spas hot tub is built to not only meet but to 
exceed stringent energy-efficient regulations. 

•   ECOPUR® CHARGE MASTER CORE TECHNOLOGY  
is a patent-pending filtration system that takes the  
work out of maintaining your hot tub. Using the same  
multi-stage filtration techniques as Mother Nature, EcoPur 
Charge relies on a unique blend of copper and zinc that 
creates an electrochemical reaction to eliminate many 
microorganisms and remove heavy metals. This dramatically 
reduces the amount of sanitizer needed. It is designed 
so your hot tub can be ready to use at any time, without 
maintenance worries, so you can relax.

•    DURAMASTER PREMIUM™ SKIRTING is made of  
high-impact, weatherable polymer. It features authentic 
wood grain patterns randomly etched into the polymer for 
a rich, three-dimensional look. The skirting has virtually no 
fading and is so durable, it comes with a lifetime warranty.

THE MAKING OF A LEGEND
MASTER-CRAF TED,  LEGENDARY REPUTATION

MADE IN 
THE USA



CLEAN,  PURE WATER  
— NATURALLY

                      WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM*

The synergistic blend of three proven natural sanitizers provides water quality and care not found in any other hot tub, including those with 
salt systems. The Mast3rPur Water Management System dramatically reduces harsh chemical consumption, like chlorine, while removing 
many heavy metals and chloramines for water that looks crystal clear, smells fresh and has a silky feel. 

OZONE kills pathogens and 
microorganisms, destroys 
organics and oxidizes  
non-organic contaminants.

When germicidal UV-C LIGHT is 
exposed to water, it inactivates 
microorganisms and breaks 
down chloramines.

The unique combination of COPPER and ZINC in the 
EcoPur® Charge filters creates an electro-chemical 
reaction to eliminate many microorganisms and 
remove heavy metals such as lead and mercury.
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THE POWER OF  3

Each of the three elements are proven effective water management tools but when they are combined, they are dramatically more 
effective because of Advanced Oxidation Process (AOP). AOP is superior to other systems because it produces powerful hydroxyl radicals, 
which maximize disinfection and reduce chloramines fast and effectively. Clean, clear, fresh smelling and silkier water is available now with 
less work. . . another innovative, exclusive benefit only available through Master Spas.**

*Optional 
**The Mast3rPur option is only available on hot tubs equipped with the QuietFlo Water Care System.

QUIETFLO WATER CARE  SYSTEM™*

What if you could fill your hot tub with fresh water every time you use it? With the QuietFlo Water Management System, you can. This 
amazing system moves water through your EcoPur Charge filtration system, up to 25 gallons per minute, 24/7. This means that a typical  
7-foot hot tub can have complete  filtration every 13 minutes.



YOUR SHELL  COLORS

Complement the color of your spa with the skirting of your choice 
for a distinctive combination that’s truly your own.

SHELL OPTIONS

Midnight CanyonSterling Silver Tuscan Sun

RAISE THE STANDARD 
FOR A LEGENDARY LOOK

MASTERSPAS.COM

SK IRT ING

DuraMaster Premium™ skirting is made of high-impact, weatherable 
polymer. This skirting has virtually no fading and is so durable, 
that it comes with a lifetime warranty. For ultimate luxury, choose 
the convincing DreamStone™ synthetic skirting, with the look of 
contemporary stacked stone and chestnut stained barrel  
wood corners.

SKIRTING OPTIONS
DuraMaster Premium™ Skirting (standard)

Graphite GreyEspresso Midnight

DreamStone™ Skirting (optional) 

AshStone CanyonStone

Storm Cloud* (optional)

*Not available 
on the LSX 900.

PREMIUM OPTIONS

FUSION AIR SOUND SYSTEM  Four interior,  
water-resistant speakers and a subwoofer maximizes the sound 
quality of your music. The system includes a water-resistant 
remote and connects quickly and easily to your phone or other 
device via Bluetooth, allowing you to stream your favorite 
station or playlist.

DREAM LIGHTING  Beautiful soft streams of light accent the 
exterior corners of your hot tub at night. (Not available with 
DreamStone™ skirting.)

QUIETFLO WATER CARE SYSTEM™  Our advanced energy-
efficient circulation pump moves water through your EcoPur® 
Charge filtration system up to 25 gallons per minute, 24/7.

MAST3RPUR™ WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  
A synergistic blend of three proven natural water sanitizers 
combine to make a dramatically more effective water 
management system. The blend results in clean, clear, fresh 
smelling and silkier water. The Mast3rPur option is only available 
on hot tubs equipped with the QuietFlo Water Care System.



LSX 850
The LSX 850 combines the luxury of the Legend Series with an open 
seating arrangement. Friends and family will appreciate the premium 
hydrotherapy and brilliant design features, including LED lighting and 
waterfalls. Enjoy a tension-relieving massage while taking in the sights 
and sounds of this luxe package.

Dimensions: 108" x 94" x 38" (275 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Weight (Dry/Full): 1,485 lbs (674 kg)  / 7,055 lbs (3,200 kg)

Gallons: 490 (1,855 L)

Power Requirements: 240 V / 50 Amp

Seating Capacity: 8

Stainless Steel Jets: 72 (2 Master Blasters®) 

Pumps: 3

Water Features: 3

Filtration: EcoPur® Charge

LED Lighting: Orion Light System™

Exclusive Features: StressRelief Neck and Shoulder Seat™
Master Force™ Bio-Magnetic Therapy System 
Vac-Formed ABS Pan Bottom 
Secondary Remote

Premium Options: Fusion Air Sound System 
Dream Lighting 
Mast3rPur™ Water Management System 
QuiteFlo Water Care System™

Listing Number: 1310

Dimensions: 94" x 94" x 38" (239 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Weight (Dry/Full): 1,300 lbs (590 kg)  / 6,565 lbs (2,978 kg)

Gallons: 460 ( 1,741 L)

Power Requirement: 240 V / 50 Amp

Seating Capacity: 7

Stainless Steel Jets: 59 (2 Master Blasters®) 

Pumps: 3

Water Features: 3

Filtration: EcoPur® Charge

LED Lighting: Orion Light System™

Exclusive Features: StressRelief Neck and Shoulder Seat™
Master Force™ Bio-Magnetic Therapy System 
Vac-Formed ABS Pan Bottom
Secondary Remote

Premium Options: Fusion Air Sound System 
Dream Lighting 
Mast3rPur™ Water Management System 
QuiteFlo Water Care System™

Listing Number: 9923

LSX 900
A true luxury, the LSX 900 is the very best of Master Spas all 
wrapped up in a premium hot tub. This spacious spa features seating 
for up to eight people and a comfortable lounge so you can share 
the best life has to offer with all of your family and friends.



LSX 700
It’s easy to sit back and relax in the LSX 700. One of our perennial 
best-sellers, it features a deep StressRelief Neck and Shoulder 
Seat™ and a contoured lounge seat. With 62 soothing and 
powerful jets, every seat in this beautiful hot tub is a winner.

LSX 800
Live life better with the LSX 800, a premium hot tub inspired by 
the best. The spacious model offers premium features, beautiful 
styling and outstanding performance. Up to six adults can enjoy the 
ultimate in hydrotherapy thanks to the 70 Orbit jets, lounge seating 
and Master Blaster Foot Therapy.

Dimensions: 94" x 94" x 38" (239 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Weight (Dry/Full): 1,330 lbs (603 kg)  / 5,860 lbs (2,658 kg)

Gallons: 410 (1,552 L)

Power Requirements: 240 V / 50 Amp

Seating Capacity: 6

Stainless Steel Jets: 70 (2 Master Blasters®) 

Pumps: 3

Water Features: 3

Filtration: EcoPur® Charge

LED Lighting: Orion Light System™

Exclusive Features: StressRelief Neck and Shoulder Seat™
Master Force™ Bio-Magnetic Therapy System 
Vac-Formed ABS Pan Bottom
Secondary Remote

Premium Options: Fusion Air Sound System 
Dream Lighting 
Mast3rPur™ Water Management System 
QuiteFlo Water Care System™

Listing Number: 1290

Dimensions: 84" x 84" x 38" (213 cm x 213 cm x 97 cm)

Weight (Dry/Full): 1,095 lbs (497 kg)  / 4,565 lbs (2,071 kg)

Gallons: 305 (1,155 L)

Power Requirements: 240 V / 50 Amp

Seating Capacity: 5

Stainless Steel Jets: 62 (2 Master Blasters®) 

Pumps: 3

Water Features: 3

Filtration: EcoPur® Charge

LED Lighting: Orion Light System™

Exclusive Features: StressRelief Neck and Shoulder Seat™
Master Force™ Bio-Magnetic Therapy System 
Vac-Formed ABS Pan Bottom
Secondary Remote

Premium Options: Fusion Air Sound System 
Dream Lighting 
Mast3rPur™ Water Management System 
QuiteFlo Water Care System™

Listing Number: 1280

“We have been using our hot tub every day for months and it has changed our lives. Really, 
the health benefits, relaxation, muscle therapy and just plain joy has been more than I ever 
expected. This hot tub has turned out to be one of the best purchases we have ever made.”

— Terry B.,Vernon, CT

MASTERSPAS.COM



Master Spas® reserves the right to change product specifications or features without notice. Master Spas is a manufacturer of hot tubs and related products and we stand behind every product we 
produce pursuant to those representations which are stated in our written limited warranty. Your dealer is an independent businessperson or company and not an employee or agent of Master Spas, 
LLC. We cannot and do not accept any responsibility or liability for any other representations, statements or contracts made by any dealer beyond the provisions of our written limited warranty. 
Master Spas, Legend, Master Blaster and EcoPur are registered trademarks of Master Spas, LLC. Patents: masterspas.com/patents

LITMPL2022    ©2022 Master Spas, LLC    6927 Lincoln Parkway, Fort Wayne Indiana 46804    260 436 9100    sales@masterspas.com    MasterSpas.com    @MasterSpas

MICHAEL PHELPS LEGEND SERIES HOT TUBS ARE MANUFACTURED BY MASTER SPAS, AN AWARD WINNING COMPANY YOU CAN TRUST. 

L E G E N D A R Y  P E R F O R M A N C E

MasterSpas.com

Master Spas is dedicated to helping people live life better. 
Our faith and beliefs guide us in partnering with local and 
national organizations for the greater good. 

NAZ Children’s Centre  A school in Rose Hall, Jamaica, 
that specializes in learning strategies to accommodate 
the neurodiversity of their students. Master Spas and 
our dealers were proud to be a part of building a new 
elementary school in 2013 and a new high school in 2018.

The Crossing  A faith-based high school that turns at-risk 
youth into tomorrow’s leaders. Master Spas provides 
vocational training for students.

Michael Phelps Foundation  Works to promote healthy, 
active lives, especially for children, primarily by expanding 
the opportunities for participation in the sport of 
swimming. Programs include water safety, emotional 
wellness and grants for competitive swimmers.

St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital   
Leading the way the world understands,  
treats and defeats childhood cancer and  
other life-threatening diseases. 

Lupus Foundation of America  Works to  
advance lupus research and improve life for  
people living with lupus.

Michael J. Fox Foundation  Dedicated to finding  
a cure for Parkinson’s disease and to ensuring  
the development of improved therapies.

Tunnel to Towers Foundation  Honors military 
and first responders who continue to make 
the supreme sacrifice of life and limb for 
our country, founded in memory of Stephen 
Siller who laid down his life to save others on 
September 11, 2001.

MASTER SPAS CARES

MADE IN 
THE USA 


